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Attila NAGY

IlVESTIGATION OF EFFECTIMESS IN A LIBRARY *

/Preliminary report of a longitudinal

inventigation/

With the increane of luvestigations of the nociology of read-

ing we get increasingly more infornetion on how definite social

strata read, when, what, how much and why, how reoding is embed- -

ed in their leinure time ond to wlwt extent it hen become an in-

tegral part of their way of living. Au for inveotigntions of the

psychology of rending, they inform no more emphoLically et, the

influence of spiritual proceosen and properties, under which worlis

are chosen, understood, evoluated mid their spirit entered into.

In principle, among a number of decinlve fncturu nlno the effect

of the library Is implied - directly or indirectly - by the result

of every inventIgation of the oveiolog or psychology of reading.

However, since inveatigationn are directed at the generni, no to

say all sociologioal find mehological problems of readi ng, we do

IMMIO.nm.111111.....

The plan and methods of the Inve'ltit,otion were drawn up and e-

laborated under the guidance of hinz16

The renearch report containing the. putting of quentionn in de-

tail, the methods as well an the characteristic:1 of the initial

stage In hoped to be avollable by the time of the eorference:

bisz16 lial(tsz-Attilo Nogy: ilatsvizsgtiint liOnyvtArbon 1,

/Investigations of effectiveneus in H librnry./Bp. 1974. N.P.I.



not treat separately what thilibrary in particular means to the

reader. Our research is directed exactly at this area unexplored

so far.

It is naturally obvious that the library takes effect to-

gether with other institutions of society, is bound by many a

tie to the complicated system of relationships within whioh it

operates.

Primarily one's initial stage, the family background, the

oec-Jration of parents, the richness of the permanently surround-

ing es:vIronment in cultural stimuli from early childhood, one's

education, place in the division of labour, leisure time that

can be spent on culture,the characteristic established way of

cognitive activity, the style of processing knowledge and experi-

ences, the prestige of art and science and the book in particular

in a given society, stratum or group play an outstanding role in

defining a person's cultural - and within this reading - de-

mands, interest, and taste measurable by his capacity for selec-

tion.

The aim of the investigation

It is obvious that a radical qualitative change in the

formation of readers' demands, interest and taste can be expect-

ed only if the whole line of effects operates differently from

the previous period, i. e. more favourably. Naturally the fore-

going do not mean that a single factor may not have at the same

time relative independence within the complex line of effects.

The question that interests us most io the followings what hap-

pens in consequence of he intervention of the library /librar-

ies], in this line of effeots? Our aim is to approach the answer

one step at least to the following questions how can a particular

- though still modest - surplus be added to the selective, re-
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captive and evaluative activity of the reader by the library as

an institution with definite muteriul and personal conditions,

how can this surplus be apprehended? Earlier investigations.

have proved beyond all question that library use implies a par-

ticular surplus and a higher level of demands. However, we know

little about the particular role played by the library In the

creation and accumulation of the indicated cultural pre-eminence.

Prom the very first du more agile and active people come

under the spell of libraries and onl Inerense their original

advantage? Or can even the, Lute of thu libr/try in itself induce

and generate the modification of tho structure of tastes v 4

aotivitiee? To what extent toe rtv,u1:1r llbrarj iittendanet ac-

celerate the readers' activity of ticcamui%tln(.7 values? Doe li-

brary use bring about - if so, to what extent demonstra/le

changes an the edification of tkif fprnonality and In thy struc-

ture of the consumption of cultursl commodities?

The strategy o f investigntion

They were our basic questions when, in tf!e spring of 1972,

we interviewed in extreme detail nearly 400 reullern neleeted at

random in two central public libraries of two county scats. Si-

multaneously we interviewed nearly 200 nonreaders characteriz-1
Peter Windt: Kilnyvolvamls 1.(6a;ivvnIr1;41 Maryarors7Agon.

/Reading and purcha ©e of books; in lianoryl. Budapest,

KTTIC, 1965./

Ietvfn Xamardss Munkisok 4a az nivam'in. /Workers and rending/.

/Budapest, N. P. I. 1969./

Kamaris - Peter Polonyis fxtelmineg, olvamis, kOnyvtiir.

/Intellectuals, reading, library/. /Budapest, N. P. 1.1970.

Attila Nagy Institutionn of goncral culture in the cf!ief

towns of districts. /Budapest, N. P. I. 19721
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ed by the saLie demographical ;aid sociological conditions /on the

1,0LAs of previously fixed queutionnaires/ aboUithe characteria-

tirui of their cultural. activity. We visited the same persons

v,ItL thu pissine o: two yeue, in 1974, again, and by the reuse

of the research instruments uned on the first occasion we judged

to o reulity of the different decree:4 of presupposed - or rather

delared changes in f:ivour of the readers, the rise of their
,iem:inds to a higher level. A considerable part of our efforts

w;cd to collect as various displaiyu of reading people as
cw 14;t11. relvtivtly exact and rcTroducible circumstances.

Acourliogly we tried to enforce the necesoary complexity in

:lotting up our Investleative awl's/awl.

Tho important criteria of our research instrumento were

collowIng, Ulf, comparison of the opinion of the use of

1-11r- unA data of the actual spending of Leisure time

ripolal re;:ard to cultural activities; suboequentoupple-

rA.Titary :arid controlling tracing of actual rending habits observ-

Ai r(-)r. u lon,;er time, the cwiluation of catvi;orivo of reading

iwitvrIals in the librury ut home - and parts of poems re-

cited in an experimental situation us well as reproductions of

1IntInc7s, approach to the relation:1111p with personality traits

culture. Our method wan characterized by the use of evalu-

ations expreosed in actual choice, degrees of scale sand inform-

al expositions of motive:; 33 well us louble evaluations in the

eN5v, of a number of items alike in order to emphasize the differ-

ence betwen !Idjuntments to exlivet.Aiono,. botwccn "1 should like

It so" and "It is co" uo well as to reflect the difference bet-

xpen the im:, of oneself :arm or otlro an clearly as possible.

Our inveoticution was carried out In two particularly

moJorn public libraries in Vcszprem and Ozombuthely /middle-

111;:o townn 7:1th popuLttiorvi of 40 tuouund and 70 thousand

realivotively/. Thour,h we otrove for the proportionate represen-



titian of the most diverse educational levels in the sample, the

choice of the locations implied that the educational level,

consequently the average level of culture of the interviewees,

rose above the national level. Accordingly the eight forms of the

primary school is the lower limit of the persons under survey.

This report was compiled after the repetition of the inves-

tigation in 1974,however, in the course of its detailed procese-

lag. Therefore our initial questions cannot be answered explicit-

ly yet, however, we have formulated some remarkable statements

with regard to the surplus of library users, based on the first

investigation as well as on the changes already reflected in

some oases, depending on the results of the second investigation.

The results

We could prove the process of becoming more cultured and

the rise of the level of one's demands - if any measurable change

can occur with the passage of two years at least - by the con-

tent of spending the leisure time, the enrichment of the content

of activities above all things. At the start the existing situa-

tion had to be explored as exactly as possible, therefore, among

others, we asked the interviewees to evaluate from double aspeote

sixteen kinds of leisure activities and eleven kinds of televi-

sion programst

As To what extent do they consider as attractive the six-

teen kinds of activities as well as eleven television

programs enumerated by us?

Bs In their opinion what do people think of the pastimem

and programs in question in general?
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vo:11,! ,,Aileon their opinions by giving marks from I

Th, combined hierarchy of n.tivities from which individual

undi:r survey typically deoiated was the followings

On _wale of five degrees , fiction, reading of newspap-

-!4, /:sports /, theutrf-goirg, vision viewing and

ljo -!Wyin were given average marks round the whole number 4.

Amor) -!tivitics ennsidf,red W3 least attra(tive were card-play-

ing, ro1ng to sports events :Ind - probably because of its exolu-

!31v,nowl - alon fine arts. Golnr to museums and cinemas, reading

of prcf(!osionril lite!ruture, going to concerto, walking,en:Taging

in handicltfts and uociul life are bunched together in the

r1(301 1.!41 rirks between the whole numbers 3 and 4/.

In thv nine of television programs in the combined hierar-

ihdpf,ondent of individual groups - news service which can

b4: ltr, a ally vonnidored as a television form ranks among literary

uNd other iruirpht; popularizing scientific knowledge which are

appr,fclatvd moot. This second place prolably characterizes the

viewers' hunt;er for information rather than the level of programs

of newsreel ch,raeter. Tclecaots of sports events and operas

/concc.rts/ occupy the two lust places. The middle of the field

bun(!hvd together with divcrse values. W.turally individual sub-

groupo deviate from the above global picture significantly here,

too.

From the very wile, range of aopecto of analysis only the re-

markuble differences sraong groups are emphasized here. The faat

thi,t library user: set higher value on the study of professional

literature,concerto, theatre or literary programs etc. of the te-

levision than non-users i3 not ;Articularly surprising, therefore

nred nut be illustrated by data - among other factors exactly



that's why they go to librari2s. the way the images of "themsel-

ves" and of "others" and the systems of preferences appear in

some groups under survey, the two nearly merge into each °thew

or definitely separate, has a diagnostic value in turn.

In the following figures /figs. 1, 2,3, 4/ always a pair

of curves runs together, where one of them /Indicated as

represents the averages of group of judgments of themselves,

while the other /indioated as --J.,' represents the imaginary,

general images of others.

The areas between the curves /hatched fields/ show the re-

lative distance between the two images. Two trends are worthy

of attentions

1. The scales of preferences in the two groups /library

users and non-users/ definitely differ with regard to the magni-

tude and order of succession of average values as well.

2. But the armor fields closed in by the two curves is

different in the two groups.

From now on, when we speak of differences, deviations

/Probability; p 0= 0,01 and p 0,05/ confirmed by significance

calculations by the "t-test" are referred to and the detailed

and numerical presentation of results is disregarded only for

the sake of intelligibility.

For this reason there are occupations which "I" consider

as much more important than "others", e. g. reading, going to

theatres and art-exhibitions, at the some time "others" prefer

television viewing, cards and match-going.

The marks imply a kind of divergence which creates distance,

makes a distinction on the scale of values, however, not in equal

9
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The evaluation of teleilsion programs in the experimental

scores
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4,0

3,0
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f fine arts
1 literary program
P programs popularising
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el news
/IP" 'public debates
/ q quiz programs
Lm light musio, shows
0 crime stories
a sports events

-------"Os one's own opinion

-"Be': people's opinion in general

television programs

o dflpnpdqlm c
Fig. 1.

measure. In the experimental group /here the hatched fields are

larger/ this secarating tendency to emphasize themselves and

separate themselves from the others by marked features is straw

er since examining the average marks of the group we do not

find significant difference between evaluations from NO and "B"

aspects in three cases only. In turn the results of the control
group are identical in eight oases, therefore the hatched

fields are considerably smaller. That is to say the members of

the group which does not go to library feel themselves rather

similar to others, more exactly they are less capable of separ-
ating their ideas of themselves und of the general "others".

The group of library users is rather willing to widen the
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The evaluation of television programs in the control group

scores
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1 p n pd q IM C 8

programs

Fig. 2.

gap in doable evaluations between "1" and "the others", i. e.

their own accepted normn rind the others* supposed norms. Namely

they do this according to the value of the given possibility of

spending the leisure time. If the value is hIghotheir own judg-

ments are more favourable thoo others' judgmeits in their

own opinion, if the value is low, thi4 du just the very opposite.

Accordingly, the Nembero (Jr thc exIcr!mf,ptal croup lmtly

more definite profilP, a more eluirnet!:riatic and differentiated

system of cultural values even Jr W. v. stage.

We have no evidence of the eking° of the above-mentioned

differences with the pausing, of two years yet - but the situa-

tion of the concrete use of time of the examined persons, their

so-called time budget is different.

In 1972 and 1974 alike a complete time budget of two days
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The evaluation of leisure activities in the experiment-
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The evaluation of leisure activities in the control group
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of every interviewee /their *orktime and leisure time on

a Wednesday and a Sunday/ was compiled.

Even the first investigation showed marked differences which

have not levelled up in the course of two years but have become

even more marked.

The non-users are characterized by a kind of more measured,

airier, more leisure way of living while the library users in the

experimental group are characterized by the more stressed, denser

utructure of activities and more substantial use of time. To take

an exule, let us examine the group attributes of the. Sunday

timetable /fig. 5./.

/At the foot of the columns the data of the first investi-

gation /1972/, at the top those of the survey of 1974 are shown,

the numbers with signs represent the direction and extent of

change./

The persona in the control group sleep more, wash and

breakfast more leisurely /physiological activities/, at the

same time undertake less housework and the time frame of cultur-

al activities is narrower /1 hour!/. For the sake of brevity I do

not cive full details of the data for Wednesday where.the same

tendencies are conspicuous.

It is worth taking a closer look ut the partially broken-

down contents of the chaw:e in the cultural block increased by

some Paull -hour compared to Wednesday.

The time spent on teluvision viewing was increased in every

group nearly in equal weNsure /15 -!O minutes/ but the column

for Sunday grew only In the case of non-readers. This growth is

worthy of attention because the original level /2,22 hours per

capita/ was rather high /cf. fig. 6./

This occurrence is the opposite with reCurd to time spent

on rending books and journals. lie re the originally existing sur-

plun characteriotic of librar;, users does not change conspicuous-

14
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The average data of the time budget for Sunday broken

down into groups
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The average time per capita spent on television viewing

as well as reading of books and journals broken down

into groups

+0,29

0.0

0,56 0,48 0,91 1,33

data for 1974 ----I"

data for 1972 -

experimental groups

control groups

+0,35

+0,09

0,94 0,47 1,75 2,22

+0,19

reading of television rouding of televieion
books and journuls viewing books and journ- viewing

Ids

Wednesday

16 Fig. 6.

Sunday



Liti.t):( Vt. t't !.;:f. I fv. I of I. 1,1 irj lortirj r, faders

r.1 -vvtrier's IN.;tend or $6 if-aour on week(1%:0

ttc cc enL;iriibly retiv:; the ertl hs,lf-hour. On landay

praetioally both ,,roui.0 remained tn.', Les their eisaracter and re-

tained the 30-minute difference Ls wi ll.

Hence the reality of the attitu e setting rignificantly

hii:her value on fiction and profenol nal literature in controll-

able in the experimental croup - 1,!t use recall the preceding

page - since tVe time spent on re:!dini; on Oundays is about twice

as much as in the ease of the control .*,roli.

The picture becomes richer if, in addition to differences

of time frames, we :study the actual readini: muter-3:1i on :iundays,

also broken down Into catc/7ories. In order to facilitate analjsis

absolute numbers are left out, at the namt tlau- Indicating again

- what is of course deducible from the differences of time

frames, too - that the person:1 in the eontrol ensemble mentioned

less books, i. e, in addition to qualitative differences to be

illustrated just now there are quantitative differences an well.

Accordingly the breakdown of reading materials for Zundays ex-

pressed in percentage is the followings

17



Structure of reading matriall on the basis of the

data of the time budgot ror Sunday

1!:72 1974
categories of reading experiment- control experiment- control
material al croup group al group group

romantioal 6 11 2 11

lecture 20 20 19 9

lecture'-reallatic 5 9 9 20

realiutic 1t3 22 13 17

realistic-modern 15 6 13 9

modern

educational /higher
level/

educational /lower
level/

8

14

5

U

11

13

11

17

9

3

9

9

juvenile 6 0 3 11

other 3 0 4 2

Total 1009L Ex) % 1009 100A
no. of worlf,s: 07 46 64 35

Nine kinds of renlinc, swIterPli ,Lre contained in our table -

accordingly the numtcn1 :Ire broken down and low - but even thus

the categories we hhed are Himost imiroperly broad, much too

global, e. g. in the c;toe of lecture or realistic-classic croups

because Is the former there ,:e common crime stories together

with aesthetically valooicos works of low standard which still

are connected with the i;resent age, in the latter the realistic-

clauslcs of the 19th hnd 20th centuries are together out of ne-

ceosity.
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Well, as is shown by the table, library users do not read

books simply longer on days of rest but the level of their

choice is considerably higher as can be read in the detailed

comparisons by categories and groups. The differences in choice

are not really significant if we study the percentages of lec-

ture and realistic categories as well as of those verging on

them but the modern, valuable educational reading materials of

scientific level /MO + ED S./ as the two most valuable catego-

rise together.

1. Block of reading material of higher level

+ ED S. - modern, artistic fiction and educational works

of scientific level/

Group One

/experimental/
The proportion was 22 4

it became 28 4

Group Two

/control/
119E

12 4

still in 1972, but

in 1974 in favour of

library users

If we take the opposite, 1. e. we arrange works of lower

level /romantical, juvenile, lecture, lecture - realistic border-

line cases/ in the same group, it becomes obvious that the

etandard of better attitudes of higher level becomes still high-

er while lees selective attitudes rather bent on relaxation

even deteriorate a bit, or do not improve at all. Accordingly

the original difference of 10 percent nearly doubled, the gap

between levels of taste manifest in the enpaoity for selection

widened more.
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2. Block of rivaling material Of lower level

/RU + JU LE + LE-RE - romantical, juvenile, lecture, lee-

ture-realistio/

Group One .'croup Two

/experimental/ /control/

In 1972 37 I: = 48 A

In 074 33 7 51 4

Here croups of the same educational Level, occupation and

social status are under discussion. Hence we do not see the

opening of thy' shanks of the cultural scissors in a classical

sense. We could conclude this deductively ut the very moat

since ecrtain strata use the services of institutions serving

the trunamission of culture, i. e. also libraries, less as a

rule. However, we cannot follow this otherwise extremely im-

portant direction for it is not the main target of our research.

The above-mentioned qualitative differences in the struc-

ture of reading material are corroborated by the lines of data

compiled with regard to the content of private libraries. The

questionnaires of the first investigation inquired about the

quantity of these works or04. However, since here we did not

find essential differences characteristic of individual groups,

at the same time the otherness of the structure of the reading

material was striking even then - in the course of the second

investigation it seemed desirable to incluire about the quality

and content over and above quantity.

With this end in view we compiled a lint of thirty items,

indicating the authors /without the titles or works/ for a

greater part and the interviewees were requested to fill in the

20



titles they owned - if any - by the authors in question.

After the summary of information gained in this way we may

conclude - without giving full details of the data - s not the

proportion of /aesthetically less valuable/ lecture or realistic.

classics is decisive for as it happens their number was almost

the same nearly in every case in both groups. The frequency of

the presence of contemporary valuable fiction /Nal, Bulgakov,

Faulkner, Gyula 111y6s, Evtuehenko, Lisz16 Nagy, Istvan Orkenyo

Remarque, Szinta etc./ as well as of manuals /encyclopedias,

dictionaries/ and technical /trade books confirmed the markedly

divergent composition of the reading material of individual

groups which became known earlier, the differences in taste ob-

jectified in actual choice /reading and purchase/.

Summary and perspectives

As we have striven to illustrate it on the preceding pages,

the actual surplus of library users already existed in the initi-

al stage and can be accounted for neither simply by the differ-

ences in the social situation, moreover library use oomehow imp-

lies the accumulation of surplus - perhaps also as a cause.

After the partial proeeosing and interpretation of our data

naturally there will be a more favourable chance to answer this

last range of questions more substantially.

We have not entertained ardent hopes of the autonomous ef-

fect of the library at the beginning of our work either, at the

same time we have already got an appropriate number of strong

proofs to refute complete ineffectiveness. Still let us stray

from the point a bit in another direction in conclusion. What

can cause changes of different nature and measure in leisure ac-

21



tivities and the riot, of the' level of taste for fiction in ad-

dition to the intenoive effect of the library rind librarians?

Unfortunately in the course of the first investigation/in

1972/ we hlve not Inquired about the interviewees' perspectives

and objectives. However, we managed to do it in 1974 in the

following manners "Please tell us in short how you imagine your

life after 10 yearn?"

The most important tendencies of the analysis of the cont-

ent of Informal :mowers to the open-ended question are illustrat-

ed br our last ficure /fig. 7./.

The non-users wluh the sirnificant improvement of living

et; idurds /furnishings, car etc./ the increase of leisure time

and genernl human prosperity /calmness, harmonic life, happi-

ness, etc./ in ti future.

While the members or the experimental group retaining

the foeroing - spoke about their aspirations related to their

work, ndvaneement, learning, even academic degrees, and social

activitj more frequently.

Hence not the exiotenet of ucrspectiveu or the lack of them

ehuractcriven the contvist 1:t'tween the two i;roups. A more ra-

tional and resolute unnisable - nhowing creater "achievement moti-

vation",PB.Ycholoric;111.y speaking - and formulatinc a more clear-

cut picture nr the futi.re stLnls opposlt to a croup which

dreams of a better, easier future Laeut effort:1, it is more

possive,it wanta to act Tenn than even at ire:lent - lot us re-

cn11 th- do to of the time bud4:et chooses less on a lower

level and pr :Aimahl;), *shown lcso 'ac!licvfm(nt motivation".

The poycholorieql ei:nfirmcd man,y. Wien the

vitql impOrtance of the mutivaional sj3tem In apprehending the

basis of persomlitd structure, the difficulties or amendment

as wcil u; the ;articular nature or Its devrlopnent which is

!inked wita childhood.
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"How do you imagine 'your life after 10 years?"
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experimental group:

r]control group:

standard leisure proaperi- aeudem- voluntigry learn- work
of living time ty lc degree work ing

Pie. 7.
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Well, if the "library" Yeully wants to be effective, inevit-

ably it must join the intensive childhood factors of socializa-

tion, as early as possible and for as many children as

posoible. Much more, well-equipped and more attractive children's

and school libraries are needed - naturally in harmony with the

development of the network of kindergartens and primary schools

developing and modernized more rapidly thun the present rate if

we want to pee youth and adults votively improve their mind,

cho,,mq rand judge on a hi6h level and he able to recognize the

good the bad, veluable and ben valuable definitely.

Another important condition or the grafting' or /tchievement

motivation end its spre%ding by "infection" in attachment to

pernens, direct reruler Interpersonal reiationnhip with sympa-

thetic, culture pervonullties worthy of imitation, who can and

will want to mediete.

Are the human eonultions of intensive effect fulfilled, are

reference libreians nuitable and prepared to the mediator's

role, which in to plant and to develop motives, aims, efforts,

and otimuli?

We Weill speak more :bout thin, too, on completion of another

inventigation or the humen conditionu of library work and

library profession.
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